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Abstract 

Social integration of the ruling party is the process and results that the ruling party to coordinate and adjust 

social benefit and social relations, promote the combination of social individuals or groups in social life 

community, so as to improve the survival and development abilities of the whole society. The realization of 

the social integration of the ruling party is relying on the organization network, ideology, party members 

and organization system, and give full play to the integration role of independent and collaborative roles of 

these elements. 
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The so-called mechanism is that in order to achieve a particular function, each element inner work way 

which in a system structure and operating rules and principles that all of these elements interrelate and 

contact with each other in certain environmental condition. The social integration mechanism of ruling party 

is the operating rules and principles that in order to realize the function of social integration, the ruling party 

makes each elements which belong to social integration resources system to independently and 

collaboratively play a role in integration. The social integration of the ruling party depends on the four basic 

elements: ideology, organization network, organization system and party members. It is based on the four 

basic elements and makes the four elements to cooperate with each other, promote each other and synergies 

to achieve social integration.
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I. Organization Network and Its Integration Role 

Organization network is the sum of organization structure that the ruling party has built on a national 

scale. It appears not only in an independent form, but also exists in other organization and authority. The 

party’s organization network, namely the party’s organization and organization system, is the party’s bones 

and muscles and veins. It undertakes important responsibilities, such as formulate and implement platform, 

manage and educate party members, integrate and mobilize society and so on. Complete and efficient 

network is very important for the social integration of the ruling party. It likes a net to widely organize party 

members and form a whole. And on this basis, the party set up close contact with all the social members 

through the role of party members. On the one hand, the party delivers its decision and will to social 

members through the party members and each level organizations. On the other hand, the party collects 

people’s requirements through party members and each level organization and get the basis to make policies 

and make decisions. It is based on the organization network that the ruling party contacts with the party 

members and the majority of social members, masters the wishes and demands of social members, reduces 

the estrangement and contradictions of the party and social members and performs the role of social 

integration. 

 

II. The Integrate Role of Ideology 

Ideology is a ideological system, refers to systematic, consciously and directly reflect social economy 

form and political system. In class society, ideology has distinct class nature and centrally embody a certain 

class interests and requirements. Party’s ideology is the party’s whole reflection and judgment to the existing 

world and its order. It is a value system that the party and party members know the world, understand the 

world and make right and wrong, good and evil judgment to the world. “The most effective ways and 

methods of any social integration are to make some ideology socialization”
2
. For this reason, in the real 

integrate practice, the ruling party always uses national propaganda machine which mastered in its own 

hands to put its own ideology into the party members and the masses through extensive publicity and 

education. To constantly reinvent their thoughts, ideas and value standards, eliminate their differences, 

contradiction and conflict in thought ideas and to provide a common struggle ideological basis and relatively 

unified value pursuit. And among them form a unified ideology and value standard. Thought is the 

forerunner of action. The integration of social members’ ideology and interest requirement will bring 

consistency of their practical action and interest requirements. As a result, social members’ thought and 

action are organically unified on the advance orbit designed by the ruling party, in doing so, the harmony 

and stability of the society are guaranteed and the integration function of the ruling party’s gets full play.  

 

III. The Integration role of party members 

The number and quality of party members are the important factors to effect social integration of the 

ruling party. The less of party members, the smaller of the party’s scale. The social influence of the political 

parties can not cover the entire society and its social integration will also be discounted. However, the more 

party members do not means stronger social integration of the ruling party. Because the party members who 

have large number and low quality cannot perform their own duties. It is not only conducive to social 

integration, but also has a great harm to the social integration of the ruling party. In practical work, the social 
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integration roles which played by the party members are more and more depend on their advancement and 

quality, rather than pure quantity. The party members’ quality refers to the party members’ personal situation, 

mainly including political quality, cultural quality, ideological and moral quality and so on. The social 

integration function of the ruling party is concerned with party members’ quality. The party members who 

have excellent qualities can not only act as bridge and intermediary of mutual communication between the 

ruling party and other organizations and social members, convey the principles and policies of the ruling 

party to other organization and individuals. But also can collect social various requirements to the party 

organization to achieve “transmit an order from above and report the feelings of the common people to the 

higher authorities” and reduce conflicts and contradiction. At the same time, the party members who have 

excellent qualities are the banner of the ruling party. Their excellent quality will greatly improve the image 

of the ruling party in the masses of the people, enhance the masses’ trust and support to the ruling party and 

enhance the influence and power to the ruling party. In addition, the advanced party members can also make 

examples through their behaviors to form good social atmosphere, reduce the centrifugal tendency of some 

members and enhance the cohesion of the whole society. 

 

IV. The Integration Role of Organization System 

The organization system of the ruling party refers to the organization principles, organizations and 

organization discipline of the ruling party, which is a certain procedure set down in the form of party rules, 

abide by all of the party organizations and the party members and accorded when handle affairs. The 

organization system of ruling party reflects institutionalization, democratization and routinization of the 

ruling party. It is the guarantee that the ruling party organization network has strong cohesion, as well as the 

guarantee for effective operation of the ruling party organization network. Strict organization system is 

conducive to realize the integration of party organization at all levels. It is conducive to integrate lead in any 

place and any level of the ruling party. It is conducive to make the party organization powerful cells. 

Democratic organization system provides party members with the opportunity to participate in party affairs 

decision-making. It is realize organic unity and centralization of the party’s democratic decision. Not only 

enhance the enthusiasm and initiative of the masses of party members, but also maintain the authority of 

higher party organization and the party unity. It ensures the unified discipline of the whole party, united 

action and scientificity of the major decisions. It enhances the whole party’s cohesion and fighting capacity. 

Reasonable organization system is conducive to maintain the political authority of the ruling party, which 

not only benefits for consolidate the ruling party’s authority of the internal network, but also benefits for 

shape the ruling party’s authority which in the heart of social members. As the ruling party gets strong 

political authority, the party members and the masses will initiative closely united around the ruling party 

and actively and imitatively follow party’s political leadership, interest coordination and organization 

mobilization. 

The social integration of the ruling party is relying on the organization network, ideology, party 

members and organization system and gives full play to its independent and collaborative role. Its specific 

mechanism can be summarized that the ruling party cohere dispersed individuals through the establishment 

of organization network, make use of organization network to grasp the hegemony of the whole social 

ideology. The ruling party guide people’s behavior through the role of party members and ensure the 
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effective operation of the organization through the organization system. So as to encourage people under the 

guidance of united thoughts to along the right development direction and procedure the right collective 

behavior to realize the cohesion and integration of the whole society. 
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